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About This Game

"Don't open the doors!" is a claymation action adventure in an odd world of talking pumpkins, blue trees and stuff like that.

The city is in danger! The doors came out of nowhere. Everything near them began to talk and almost everything tried to eat
you. Solving this problem is no sweat: you only have to find the Main super door and blast it with a super megabomb. As a real
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hero, you'll have to handle it yourself. However, everything is sure to go haywire!

Game features:

An open clayworld: explore it and face different challenges;

Odd, talking characters: conversations with mushrooms, bugs, pumpkins etc. will be your common practice;

A destructible environment: with a huge hammer in hand, you'll have no chance to be bored;

Traps, secrets, bosses. There are no tedious places behind the doors;

Out of pop corn gun ammo? Search for cornfields. Looking for a healing compote? Pick some berries!

Everything is made from plasticine. Over 8000 photos and an enormous number of editing hours. The game is entirely
hand made!
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Title: Don't open the doors!
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Anton Riot and Co
Publisher:
Anton Riot
Release Date: 11 Nov, 2016
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English,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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This is NUTS! I love this pack <3 6 perma sprays :O 3 characters :O and way more. Decent game. Not as gripping or addictive
as borderlands 2, but just different enough to make things feel fresh again. The humors will still crack you up, the horrendous
timed missions and driving mechanics will still make you frustrated as hell, and Marcus still doesn\u2019t offer any refund.
Also you\u2019d want to peel off Lilith\u2019s flesh and feed her to skags after completing the story :)
8\/10. ultimately well done, the levels are unique and the ball responds how it would in real life. however it sucks that you can't
unlock levels just by getting a very basic score. some of them are incredibly difficult (level 4 and 5) and you can't play the
zombie mode without (i assume) beating all the levels first.

i would give it a neutral thumb if i could. worth it if you buy it for 5$ or under.. Steam video error. I'm quite enjoying the game
but the amount of content this game has right now is surely not worth 15$ and since the game was release a year and half ago i
think there should be a lot more content and basic things like a tutorial or some tips here and there, also the items are a bit
confusing sometimes and there's no explanation in-game of what each item does, you either see a guide somewhere or try and
find out for yourself. Either way i'll still be playing FaeVerse and i hope they can finish it someday but as of now i just can't
recommend it for the full price.

EDIT: Recently the game had some nice updates which added a couple of game modes, also the price tag is no longer 15$ and i
think the asked price is totally fair so i'm now giving it a thumbs up.. introduction:
master levels for doom 2 is an expansion pack for doom 2 released by id software in 1995 and comes free with the steam
version of doom 2(but not in doom 3 bfg edition for some reason). it contains 21 new levels for doom 2 created by well known
level creators at the time that were selected by id themselves in response to other companies baisically doing the same thing. it is
understandable that id didn't make new levels themselves as at the time they were working on revolutionising the FPS genre.
again. so this was the best option

presentation:
unchanged from doom 2

story:
nonexistant

gameplay:
the core gameplay is identical to doom 2 however the new levels are overall great. alot of them are very difficult and a couple of
them kicked my♥♥♥♥♥though i played on ultraviolence. some levels are confusing to navigate though so thats a bit of an
issue.

conclusion:
overall great for those who have already played doom 2 to completion and want more however if you already have doom 3 bfg
edition you might want to wait till doom 2 is on sale to get this.
8/10. Love the concept, the game is heaps of fun and surprisingly challenging. Not to mention the developer is an amazing
person and 100% deserves all the support out there!. way to simple, the game never evolves enough to challenge you.. Literally
the worst gamethat has ever existed. It's the funniest game ever! XD. Except when you realise this person put all that work in
on... this... :(

Graphics, gameplay, audio, physics, controls and every other aspect is a total fail. So funny and so sad, I didn't even know what
to do. This game needs a complete overhaul of everything.
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\u1160\u1160\u1160. https://youtu.be/31g0YE61PLQ
. hahahaha nop. THIS GAME IS♥♥♥♥♥♥ITS ONLY GOOD FOR 9 HOURS
. this game is too anime!. a pretty bad ripoff from cubeworld
so bad i been waiting YEARS and still there is no multiplayer at all

. I can't recommend this game because its not very fun. There is no excitement or sense of achievement. Its boring to look at and
it sounds bland. Skip this one.. I only played it for 20 minutes but already feel compeled to leave this review:

This is one of the most polished vr games I played so far, really fun and worth every penny.
The way the walls ripple when you hit them, the controller feedback and looks....just awesome !
Was not able to test the multiplayer part so the only thing I'm missing is a multiplayer lobby where you can see all active
sessions and join one. Maybe with events at certain times and the ability to spectate a match ?

Anyway just the singplayer is worth the money.
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